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Abstract. The equality between the spontaneous magnetization and the "long range
order" is established for the Ising model with nearest neighbour interactions for low and
high temperatures. The proof is presented for the two-dimensional lattice but works also
in higher dimensions. The result verifies that the value m* = (1 -(Sh/?)~ 4) 1 / 8 of the spon-
taneous magnetization below the critical point calculated by Onsager and Yang is the true
value, which has been a long standing open question.

Introduction

We consider an Ising spin system in a finite rectangular box A on
the two-dimensional lattice Z 2 , which contains NxM points, ΛΓrgM,
and is centered at the origin. I.e. at each point p e A there is a spin σp taking
values + 1, and the energy of a spin configuration is given by:

— E = J £ ' σpσq + H Σ σp + boundary term (1)
p,qeΛ peΛ

where J > 0 is the strength of the interaction, H the external magnetic
field and £ ' denotes the sum over all pairs of nearest neighbours in A.

p,qeΛ

We are going to consider four different boundary conditions: A being
surrounded by fixed spins all having the value + 1 or — 1, A being a
torus, i.e. the spins at opposite edges of A interact as if they were nearest
neighbours, or free boundary spins, i.e. there are no spins outside A.
These four cases will be denoted by +, - , t or /. The boundary term
in (1) consists of the energy of interaction with the fixed spins or between
the opposite spins in the edges respectively. The probability of a spin

E_

configuration in A is then proportional to the Bolzmannfactor e kT. We

put —— = β and —— =h and denote the spin correlations / Y[ σp\ by
kT kl \peA /

(σA)h,Λ,b for A Q A and b = + , —, t or /. We will also consider the cor-
relations for an infinite system and denote them by:

<°A>h,b = } i m <<*A>htΛ,b f o r Λ f i n i t e C Z 2 .
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When h = 0 we will sometimes drop it in the notation:

It will be very useful in the following to represent a configuration in
A by specifying the boundaries between the regions with + spins and
with — spins. This can be done as follows: At the midpoint of each line
segment joining a pair of opposite spins we draw a perpendicular segment
of length 1 centered there and obtain a family of lines on the dual lattice,
which can be drawn as Z 2 translated by the amount (1/2, 1/2). The lines
separate the + spins and the — spins, and with the three boundary con-
ditions +, — or t they form a closed graph, i.e. only an even number of
lines can meet at each point of the dual lattice. The graph is contained
in the box of size NxM corresponding to A on the dual lattice if the
boundary condition is +, — or / and in the toroidal box of size NxM
corresponding to A if the boundary condition is t. This corresponding
box we denote by A. With the boundary condition / only an even number
of lines can meet at interior points of A, each boundary point can only
be contained in 0 or 1 line, and no line can connect two boundary points.
If we furthermore modify the lines at points where four of them meet as
follows:

—I— becomes —ί—

Fig. 1. Rule for the splitting into contours

we realize that with boundary condition +, — or ί the lines split into
a family of closed disjoint edge-selfavoiding contours yu ..., yw which are
allowed to touch each other and themselves as in Fig. 1 but not in any
other way. When the boundary condition is t there must be an even
number of contours going around the torus. With boundary condition /
contours can also start and end at boundary points of A. The corre-
spondence between the family of contours and the configuration is 1 — 1
when the boundary condition is + or — and 1—2 when it is t or /, and
if h = 0 the probability of a contour configuration X = (yί9..., yn) is pro-

portional to e~β^yi^ if X is allowed, where \y\ denotes the length of the
contour y. When h = 0 the system can thus be thought of as a "gas" of
contours interacting via the restrictions mentioned above, each contour
y having an "activity" e~β^ΎK

The spontaneous magnetization, ra*, is the average magnetization of
an infinite system in a vanishing field: m* = lim lim < O f c Λ b. < O Λ b

ΛΓ->oo

= lim (σp}h Λ b exists and does not depend on b and p if h>0 because
N->ao ' '
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there is a unique translation invariant equilibrium state when h > 0 [10].
The long range order, /f,is defined as ϊξ = lim lim <σ σ{ yo

/2

Λ b.

As we will see <σjpσβ>0>ί,= lim <σpσ^>O y l b exists and is independent
N-* oo

of b and is translation invariant for low or high enough temperature, i.e.
for large or small enough β. For the two-dimensional Ising model with
boundary condition t I* has been calculated for all β and has the value
mentioned above for β > βc and is zero for β ^ βo βc being determined
by the equation Shβc = 1 or e~βc= ]/ϊ- 1.

Main Result

Our main result can now be formulated as follows:

Theorem 1. // e~β < 1/3 then 1$ does not depend on the boundary con-
dition b= + , —, t or f and is equal to m*. Moreover the mean magnetization

converges to m* in probability if M ^Na for some a ^ 1.mΛ = Ml ^peΛ

Remark. It has been shown by Griffiths [6] and will also be seen
below that O^lf^ψ^l%=l*= m*, so that Iζ = m* = 0 if m* = 0. The
estimates of Fisher [1] show that this happens if thβ/2 < 1/3, so we know
that Iζ = m* outside the interval 1/3 ^ e~β :g 1/2.

The proof of Theorem 1 will follow by combining the results of
Lemma 1 and Theorem 2:

Lemma 1. (σA}+ = lim (σAy0 A + exists for any finite A, and (κσAy+
N->-oo ' '

= lim (^oAyhhfor any boundary condition b. (σAy + is translation invariant
h~* 0 +

and clustering, i.e. lim (σA+aσBy+ = <σl4>+ <σβ>+ for any finite A and B.
\a\-*co

In particular m* = <(σp)+ for any p, and /+ = m*.
Proof The following elegant proof is due to (at least) Griffiths (private

communication). It several times makes use of the Griffiths, Kelley,
Sherman (G.K.S.) inequalities [3,4, 7, 8], which imply that in the presence
of an arbitrary inhomogenous non negative external field the correlations
(σAyA in any finite box A are increasing functions of the fields at the
different points and of the interaction strengths. This implies that

<°k)*,yi',+= <°k>Λ,Λ,+ if h^O and A'DA

because the latter quantity can be obtained from the former by applying
an infinite positive field at all points in Λ'\Λ. Thus (σAyh + = lim (σAyhA +

iV->oo ' '

exists, and <σi4>Λ>+ ^ (κσA}h Λ>+ for h^.0. Furthermore (σAyκ+ is in-
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creasing in ft for ft ^ 0. If we let h ->0 + and then N-> oo we get from the
last inequality: lim <σj4>Λ> + ̂  <σ,4>+ The monotonicity in ft on the other

hand gives lim (σAyhf+ ^ < O + so equality is established. From [10]

we know that there is only one translation invariant equilibrium state
when ft >0, which fact implies that (σAyht+ = (σAyκh for any boundary
condition b, and that it is translation invariant. <σ^)+ is then also
translation invariant.

To prove the clustering property we note that by G.K.S.

(σA + aσB}+ = (σA> + <σB>+

If \a\ is large enough we can however enclose A + a and B in two disjoint
boxes A1+a and A2. If we impose + boundary conditions in these
{σA+aσBy can only increase by G.K.S. With these boundary conditions
the boxes become independent however, so we get:

and E n <σ i l + βσB>+ ^ <σAyΛu+ (σByΛlΛ .
|α|->oo

But Ax and A2 can be chosen arbitrarily large, so we get

lim (σA+aσBy+ = (σAy+ <σβ>+ .
|β|-»oo

Remark. The G.K.S. inequalities also imply that

for |̂ 4| even, which proves the inequality of the remark after Theorem 1.

Theorem 2. If e~β < 1/3 then (σAyb ίs independent of b= +, —, t or
f if \A\ is even. In particular (σpσqyb is independent of b, and thus also 1%.

Proof. Because of the previous remark we need only prove that
(σAyf^: (σAy+ if \A\ is even. We now use the representation of the spin
system as an ensemble of contours in the box A on the dual lattice.
A is going to be far from dA when N is large; we can assume that
d(A,dA)^N1/2 e.g. We next give an estimate of the boundary effects
with boundary condition / which will be proved after Theorem 2:

Lemma 2. Let E be the event defined by the condition: No contour with
endpoints on dA separates any two points in A. Then PΛtf(E)->l uni-
formly when d(A, dA) ^ JV1/2 as ΛΓ-* oo if e~β < 1/3.

Because (σAyAJ = PΛ>f(E) (σAyΛ,E + (1 - PΛJ{E)) (σAyΛ>E Lemma 2
shows that we can consider.the conditional average (σyΛ E instead of
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(σAyΛf. For every configuration X in E each contour in X with endpoints
on dA splits A into an "interior" set containing A and an "exterior" set.
We call the intersection of all such "interior" sets the set of interior points
of X, and we call those contours with endpoints on dA which form the
"boundary" of that set the inner boundary contours. Let yί9...9yn be a
family of such contours belonging to some configuration in E, and call
the corresponding set of interior points A'.

Then the conditional average of σA given that the inner boundary
contours were precisely yl9..., yn is the average of σA in the box A' with
the boundary condition that all spins at the boundary of A have the
same value as indicated in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. Boundary condition for given inner boundary contours

(At the corners of the boundary the boundary condition has to be chosen
consistent with the rule defined in Fig. 1.) Because neither σA nor the
probability of a configuration depends on the value of the boundary spin
when |;41 is even and h = 0 the average is not changed if we add the con-
dition that the boundary spin is + 1. This average is however ^ (S*A)Λ,+
= < O + by the monotonicity of (σA}Λ + in A proved in Lemma 1. This
bound being independent of γί9..., yn we conclude that (σΛyΛtE^ (σA} +
also, and the proof is finished by letting ΛΓ-*oo.

Remark. That <σi4>fc is independent of b for high enough temperature
is proved in [9], where it is shown that this happens if m* = 0.

Proof of Lemma 2. Let λ be a contour with endpoints on dA. Then
by the argument used in Peierls proof of the existence of a phase tran-
sition we can say that the probability that λ belongs to a configuration
is bounded by: PΛtf(λ)^e~β^ [5]. Let AA be a rectangular box with a
minimal number of points containing A. Then if λ separates two points
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of A it must intersect AA9 so 1 — PΛ f(E) can be bounded as follows:

if le~*<\.

It thus goes to zero as JV->oo and PΛίf(E)-+l. (We have used the fact
that the number of paths of length / with a given endpoint is at most 3Z.)

To prove the last assertion about mΛ in Theorem 1 we recall the result
of Griffiths [6] that PΛb(mΛέim* + s) goes to zero for any ε > 0 and
any b. Thus it is enough to show that (mA}Λ

/2

b has a lower bound con-
verging to m*. But <wj> i l t + ^<wj> i l > ί ^<m^> i l > / because (σpσq)Λ> +

^(σpσ

qyΛ,t^(σpσ

qyΛ,f by G.K.S., so it is enough to consider <jn\yAtf.
Let A" C A be the box obtained by deleting from A a "corridor" of width
JV1/2 inside dA. Then from the proof of Lemma 2 we see that if A = {p, q}
1 - P Λ ί f ( E ) ^ N ' N a - (3e~β)2Nί/2 (1 - 3e~βy2 = ε(N) when p, q eΛ"9 so it
is uniformly small there. We then get (using the fact that <σ p σ β >^ f / ^0
by G.K.S. and the proof of Theorem 2):

«\j=jTΰ Σ <σPσΛ,/^ TJμ- Σ <σpσ4>Λ,f
\Λ\ VΛzΛ \Λ\ p,qeΛ"

This lower bound converges to (m*) because |Λ"|/|vl|->l and

lim <σpσ€>+=(m*)2

|p-«|-*oo

by Lemma 1, and the proof is finished.

Remark. It has recently been shown by Gallavotti, Miracle-Sole [2]
that any translation invariant set of correlation functions for the infinite
system, (σA}, is a convex linear combination of (σA}± for the same values
of β as above. This implies that If = ra* directly, because

(σA} = lim (σAyΛtt

is translation invariant. Our result implies that
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